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Abstract

Objective: To estimate the incidence of medication errors in Spanish intensive care units.

Design: Post hoc study of the SYREC trial. A longitudinal observational study carried out during 24 h in patients admitted to the ICU.

Setting: Spanish intensive care units.

Patients: Patients admitted to the intensive care unit participating in the SYREC during the period of study.

Main variables of interest: Risk, individual risk, and rate of medication errors.

Results: The final study sample consisted of 1017 patients from 79 intensive care units; 591 (58%) were affected by one or more incidents. Of these, 253 (43%) had at least one medication-related incident. The total number of incidents reported was 1424, of which 350 (25%) were medication errors. The risk of suffering at least one incident was 22% (IQR: 8–50%) while the individual risk was 21% (IQR: 8–42%). The medication error rate was 1.13 medication errors per 100 patient-days of stay. Most incidents occurred in the prescription (34%) and administration (28%) phases, 16% resulted in patient harm, and 82% were considered “totally avoidable”.

Conclusions: Medication errors are among the most frequent types of incidents in critically ill patients, and are more common in the prescription and administration stages. Although most such incidents have no clinical consequences, a significant percentage prove harmful for the patient, and a large proportion are avoidable.
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Introduction

It is now recognized that providing medical care entails excessive risks compared with other activities or even with other situations considered to pose risks. In addition to the personal patient health consequences of such excessive risks, mention must be made of their important economic and social impact. Consequently, the identification and prevention of these risks constitute a priority concern for the quality policies of healthcare systems, with implication of the health authorities and organizations of many developed countries, including Spain, in addition to international organizations such as the European Union, the European Council, and the World Health Organization (WHO).

In this context, reference multicenter studies have been made in different countries with the purpose of globally analyzing the adverse events (AEs) associated with medical care in hospitals—the estimated incidence varying between 4 and 17%. These studies have found problems related with the use of drugs to be one of the most frequent types of AEs.

In Spain, the National Study on Adverse Effects (Estudio Nacional de Efectos Adversos, ENEAS 2005) confirmed these results. Approximately 10% of the patients reporting to hospital presented AEs, and drugs were likewise the most frequent cause (37.4%). Furthermore, of these events, a large proportion (34.8%) were avoidable.

In relation to medication use, it must be remembered that in addition to the intrinsic risk of adverse reactions when used under appropriate conditions, drug substances also cause many AEs as a consequence of failure or error during their clinical use. Such events are referred to as "medication errors" (MEs).

In the context of "safe drug use", it is stressed that in order to guarantee patient safety, error-proof drug utilization systems must be developed, with the adoption of measures to ensure that the risk is minimized, or at least to ensure that any such errors do not cause patient harm.

The problem is particularly important in critically ill patients, where drug substances constitute one of the main management resources. The fact that many of the drugs are considered to pose a high risk and are administered via the intravenous route, together with the severity and complexity of these patients, and the need for optimum communication among the different professionals, all contribute to increase the risk of AEs.

In Spain there is little information available on AEs in the critical care setting, and there are even fewer data referred to medication-related AEs. For this reason, a collaboration agreement was established between the Spanish Ministry of Health and the Spanish Society of Intensive Care Medicine (Sociedad Española de Medicina Intensiva, Crítica y Unidades Coronarias, SEMICYUC) for conducting the multicenter "Safety and Risk in the Critical Patient" (Seguridad y Riesgo en el Enfermo Crítico, SYREC) trial, with the aim of establishing the incidence of AEs and of no-harm incidents (NHIs), classifying them and evaluating their impact and avoidability. The results of this trial have recently been published.

The objectives of this study were to estimate the incidence of medication-related NHIs and AEs in the Spanish Intensive Care Units (ICUs), and to analyze their
characteristics, severity and avoidability, based on the findings of the SYREC trial.

Patients and methods

Design

A longitudinal observational study with 24 h of follow-up was carried out, involving a cohort of patients admitted to the ICUs participating in the post hoc study of the SYREC trial.

Inclusion criteria

The study comprised all patients admitted to the participating ICUs during the observation period, including those admitted, those discharged, and those who died during the 24 h of follow-up. We included the NHIs and AEs that occurred, were detected and reported during the observation period in the Unit, as well as those incidents and events occurring outside the Unit but which represented the reason for admission to the latter.

Variables and measurements

Primary

Incidence of MEs (risk, individual risk and rate).

Secondary

Related to the hospital and the ICU: number of hospital beds, number of beds in the ICU, type of Unit (clinical, surgical, coronary, traumatologic, polyvalent, pediatric, others), degree of occupation and work load quantified by means of the "Nine Equivalents of nursing Manpower use Score" (NEMS).10

Related to the patient: age and sex.

Characteristics of the ME: process or step in the therapeutic chain in which the error originated and type of error according to the ME classification of the Ruiz-Jarabo group.11

Severity of the ME: this was assessed based on an adaptation of the ME classification of the Ruiz-Jarabo group.11

The changes introduced affected categories A and B, which were merged. Because of the difficulties sometimes found in assessing the consequences of the incident, we added a new category: category D (Table 1).

Avoidability of the ME: in accordance with assessment as established by the observer, NHIs and AEs were classified as totally avoidable, possibly avoidable, possibly unavoidable and unavoidable.

Procedure

All Spanish ICUs (220 in total) were invited to participate through the SEMICYUC website, by e-mail and conventional mail. One hundred Units accepted, of which 21 finally did not complete the study and were thus excluded. With the purpose of standardizing the data collection criteria, two coordinators were assigned in each Unit—a physician and nurse—and received a document with the study design and instructions, as well as supporting and training material for distribution among all the professionals of the Unit before the start of the observation period.

For data collection we developed a questionnaire that was distributed in paper format. On the day of the study all the physicians, nurses and auxiliary personnel completed the corresponding questionnaires on a voluntary and anonymous basis. The coordinators of each center checked correct completion of the questionnaires and converted them to electronic (digital) format for submission to the principal study investigators by e-mail.

Data collection quality control

All the reported incidents were individually reviewed by the principal study investigators. A consensus meeting was then held to examine the discrepancies and decide their inclusion or exclusion, as well as to reclassify those data which were considered to have been wrongly classified.

Statistical analysis

The univariate analyses included the absolute frequency measures for each center, i.e., number of patients, total number of MEs, NHIs, AEs, and the rest of the study variables. As relative frequency measures we calculated the risk (cumulative incidence) and the rate (incidence density) for each ME, NH and AE. Table 2 describes the definitions used.
Table 2: Definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No-harm incident (NHI)</td>
<td>An incident causing no harm to the patient, either because it does not affect the patient or because it lacks consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse event (AE)</td>
<td>Any unforeseen and unexpected incident reported by the professionals and that has caused harm or death as a consequence of medical care, and is not related to the course or possible complications of the patient background disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication error (ME)</td>
<td>Any NHI or AE detected and reported by the professional, related to the medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk (cumulative incidence)</td>
<td>It is calculated by dividing the number of MEs, NHIs or AEs by the total patients meeting the inclusion criteria. The parameter is expressed as a percentage and reflects the probability of suffering ME, NHI or AE as a result of having been admitted to the ICU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual risk</td>
<td>It is calculated by dividing the number of patients with at least one ME, NHI or AE by the total of patients included in the study. The parameter is expressed as a percentage and reflects the probability of suffering at least one ME, NHI or AE as a result of having been admitted to the ICU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate (incidence density)</td>
<td>It is calculated by dividing the number of MEs, NHIs or AEs by the total days of stay in the ICU. The parameter is expressed as the number of MEs, NHIs or AEs per 100 patients/day of stay in the ICU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitative variables were reported as frequency distributions. As central tendency measures for the quantitative variables we used the mean and standard deviation (SD) as a measure of dispersion, or the median and interquartile range (IQR) in the case of asymmetrical distributions.

In the bivariate analyses, use was made of the chi-squared test to explore possible associations between qualitative variables. Differences in means in turn were contrasted using the Student t-test for independent samples, or analysis of variance (ANOVA) for more than two means when the variables showed a normal distribution, following evaluation of the homogeneity of variances. In the case of asymmetrical distributions we used the median test as hypothesis contrasting test. Statistical significance was considered for $p < 0.05$.

The data obtained were entered in a MS Access database, followed by statistical processing with the SPSS version 15.0 statistical package.

Confidentiality and ethical aspects

The confidentiality and anonymity of the information obtained in relation to the patients, professionals and ICUs participating in the study were observed at all times. The results of this study are not binding for the professionals or for the patients in any direct way, and both the positive and the negative results have been published. Since the study was of an observational nature, with no interventions of any kind, the obtaining of informed consent was not considered necessary. Each ICU was responsible for obtaining the pertinent permissions at local level.

Results

Seventy-nine ICUs pertaining to 76 hospitals participated in the study. A total of 84% of the participating ICUs belonged to large or medium sized hospital centers. In relation to the type of Unit, most were polyvalent ICUs, particularly in the small and medium-sized hospitals (Table 3). Mean ICU occupation on the day of follow-up was 80% (IQR 64–99%). There was no statistically significant association between this variable and the size of the hospital.

The nursing work load as rated with the NEMS was analyzed in the 65 hospitals for which such information was available. A statistically significant association was observed between the mean work load and the size of the hospital, with greater work loads in large hospitals than in small centers.

A total of 1017 patients were included in the study. Of these, 591 (58%) registered at least one incident [381 (64.5%) males and 210 (35.5%) females]. Among the mentioned 591 patients, 253 (43%) suffered at least one ME. The mean age of the males was 61.52 years (SD 16.38), versus 61.84 years (SD 17.35) in the case of the females. The overall mean age was 61.63 years (SD 16.72). There were no statistically significant differences in terms of incidence between males and females. Likewise, the percentage of patients with MEs was similar, independently of the size of the hospital ($p = 0.34$).

A total of 1424 incidents were reported. Of these, 350 (25%) were medication-related, and represented the most frequently reported type of incidents. Table 4 shows the results corresponding to risk, individual risk and rate for the reported MEs, NHIs and AEs.

Regarding the characteristics of the MEs according to the process or step in the therapeutic chain in which they originated, those occurring in the prescription phase were the most frequent (34% of all cases), followed by administration-related MEs (28% of the total reported MEs) (Table 5).

Considering the possible consequences of the MEs based on the classification of severity, 83% were reported as NHIs principally corresponding to categories A and B (Table 6). Medication errors related to prescription, transcription, dispensation and administration were the most frequent types resulting in NHIs. The preparation and monitoring errors showed no significant differences in frequency between NHIs and AEs.

Lastly, the reported MEs were predominantly regarded as “totally avoidable” (82%) compared with the rest of the avoidability categories. In turn, 98% of the NHIs and 93% of
The AE: adverse event; NHI: no-harm incident; ICU: Intensive Care Unit.

Discussion

The ICU participation rate in our study (33%) is similar to or even greater than in other national multicenter studies carried out to date. This may reflect a growing interest in recent years in knowing the true situation of Spanish ICUs regarding patient safety. Among other contributing factors, the appearance of ME in the ICU is conditioned by the severity of the patient and the work load of the nursing personnel, which is usually related to the number of beds. However, in our study, although there were no statistically significant differences in either the occupation rate or in the number of patients attended by each nurse, the NEMS was higher in the hospitals of larger size. Despite this observation, we found no statistically significant differences in ME incidence rate.

Perhaps the size of the hospital is not an appropriate characteristic for grouping ICUs. It therefore might be more interesting to seek a combination between the complexity of the patient and the work load of the professionals in order to
classify the different types of Units with a view to conducting future studies of errors in critical patient care.

According to the results of our study, MEs were the most frequently reported incidents, representing 25% of the total. These findings are consistent with those reported by the ENEAS study in Spain, where the largest proportion of AE detected in the hospital setting were likewise related to medication.4

In a more specific setting such as the ICU, Valentin et al., in an international multicenter study with a methodological design similar to our own, confirmed that MEs are among the most frequently reported incidents.14 It should be noted that the mentioned study differed from ours in relation to the types of MEs reported, since only the most common errors were taken into account, i.e., those that occur in the prescription and administration phases. In contrast, our study included all ME detected in any phase of the therapeutic chain.

The ‘‘Adverse Drug Event Prevention Study’’,7 a reference publication on MEs in hospitalized patients combining a review of the case histories with voluntary declaration of AEs, explains the high incidence of MEs in the ICU as a consequence of the fact that critical patients receive twice as many drugs as the rest of patients. Such findings have been confirmed by Cullen et al.8

Other reasons that would account for these results are the continuous changes in the clinical condition of the patients, requiring modifications and dose adjustments; the numerous treatments received (many of which are considered to imply high risk); use of the intravenous route as the most common administration route; and the fact that in many cases the patients are under the effects of sedation, which prevents them from detecting healthcare personnel errors by themselves.7,9

However, the results derived from studies of this kind are highly variable, and such variation may be influenced by the definition of ME used in the investigation; the detection method used to determine this type of incident; the pharmacotherapeutic groups involved; the evaluated phase of the process or chain; and the inclusion or exclusion of the different administration routes employed. All this makes the comparison of such studies difficult.16,17 In this context, the findings can range from 1.2 MEs per 1000 patients/day when voluntary declaration is considered to 106 MEs per 1000 patients/day when evaluating errors related to continuous perfusions, or 947 MEs per 1000 patients/day when evaluating errors in the prescription phase.18,19

It is well known that MEs can occur in any phase of the therapeutic process,12 although they are more frequent during prescription and administration. Our study, with rates of 34% and 28% in these two phases, respectively, confirms the results obtained by other authors.20–23

It was not the aim of our study to analyze the causes of ME, since the data collection form was not specifically designed for this purpose. However, in the same way as in the study published by Ridley et al., it should be noted that most of the recorded prescription errors were attributable to ambiguous instructions, incorrect nomenclature, and illegible writing,24 while the most frequent situations referred to administration errors were omissions and delays in the timing of administration. Similar data have been reported by Valentin et al.25

Regarding the definition of severity, the lack of appropriate scales makes it even more difficult to establish a uniform definition, and therefore to establish comparisons with other studies. However, most studies report a high rate of NHIs.26,27 In our case the observed rate was even higher: 18 NHIs per 100 patients/day, representing 84% of all MEs (Table 6).

As in any voluntary declaration study, the professionals might feel intimidated to report cases of severe harm or injury in which they themselves are implicated. However, it should be underscored that in our study there were 51 reports of MEs (14%) that caused reversible patient harm and 5 reports of MEs (4%) that caused permanent damage—including one case resulting in patient death.

Regarding avoidability, the MEs were mostly considered to be ‘‘totally avoidable’’, compared with the rest of

### Table 6 Medication error severity and avoidability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ME severity category (n = 350) (100%)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NHI (n = 294) (84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102 (29.1)</td>
<td>154 (44.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ME avoidability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NHI (n = 294)</th>
<th>AE (n = 56)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totally avoidable</td>
<td>Possibly avoidable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255 (86.7)</td>
<td>34 (11.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AE: adverse event; ME: medication error; NHI: no-harm incident.
possible avoidability categories. In the same way as in other studies, the confirmed fact that MEs are mostly avoidable (93% and 98% of the AEs and NHIs, respectively, were avoidable in our study) should cause us to reflect upon the advisability of adopting strategies designed precisely to avoid such situations. The above considerations point to the need for furthering our knowledge of ME and its epidemiology in the critical patient. Only a detailed analysis of the problem will allow us to define strategies capable of ensuring safer medication use.

Among the main limitations of our work, it must be underscored that this has been a descriptive study, and we are therefore unable to confirm any hypotheses referred to associations between variables. Any possible associations will have to be confirmed in posterior analytical studies.

Under-reporting is a limitation inherent to studies that use a voluntary and anonymous reporting system as a tool for data collection, and may be due to a lack of knowledge of what needs to be reported, a lack of awareness that an error has been made, or fear of reprisals. This aspect may have influenced our study, though we consider that there have also been other factors that have clearly conditioned reporting, such as the fact that the study results may have been influenced by the selection bias inherent to those studies in which participation is voluntary. In this context, it is possible that participation in the study was more likely on the part of those hospitals with greater awareness and motivation referred to patient safety, and therefore more inclined to report. Having a medical and nursing coordinator in each participating hospital, and the promotion of professional training may have contributed to increase reporting. On the other hand, the short data collection period involved (24 h) might also have favored involvement among the professionals, motivating them to report incidents. In view of the above, we consider that, overall, our study favored the reporting of incidents.

It also must be commented that the SYREC trial was not specifically designed for the detection and reporting of MEs, and that consequently the recorded incidence may have been less than would be expected from a study specifically designed for that purpose. Furthermore, in most of the reported MEs the implicated drug was not specified, since the data collection form only required specification of the phase of the therapeutic process or chain in which the incident occurred. For this reason it is not possible to perform a more rigorous analysis of the pharmacotherapeutic groups most often implicated in ME – in contrast to other studies found in the literature.

Another source of bias to be taken into account in studies of this kind, and which may have influenced the number of reported MEs, is the so-called Hawthorne effect, consisting in our case of the adoption of safer medical practices on the day of the study because the professionals feel themselves to be watched.

The classification of the incidents and their consequences contains subjective elements which in our study could be augmented by the fact that all the professionals were enrolled as reporters of incidents—a situation that favors inter-observer variability. The prior basic training does not allow us to guarantee sufficient experience for correctly categorizing the incidents, and concordance analyses moreover were not made. The use of pre-established definitions and posterior quality control, with a review of all the incidents by the principal investigators of the study, have attempted to minimize this limitation.

Lastly, the short follow-up period, which limits the information on the middle-term consequences of the detected AEs and precludes the detection of AEs whose consequences become manifest only days later, may have caused some AEs to go undetected, underestimating the severity and therefore influencing the results.

Considering the above limitations, the main contribution of this study has been the obtaining of information on the MEs that affect patients admitted to Spanish ICUs. Although there are reference publications corresponding to different countries, epidemiological studies in our own context are also needed to evidence that our ICUs suffer the same safety problems—thereby helping to increase awareness of the importance of a problem which has received little attention in our setting, and which therefore may have been underestimated to date.

In conclusion, medication error can be regarded as one of the most frequent incidents in critical patients, and is more common in the drug prescription and administration phases. Although most such errors have no clinical consequences, a significant percentage cause patient harm, and a large proportion of them are moreover avoidable. Specific strategies therefore should be adopted to ensure safe drug use in the critical care setting.
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